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This links back to the harsh and abusive environment Billy grew up in, as stated in previous chapters. Why do
you think that the author has chosen someone like Caitlin as another main character? They have two adult
sons, Jack and Joe. She is forced to re-think her view. Old Bill is traumatized due to the loss of his daughter
Jessie, after an incident of Jessie falling out of a tree, this was the reason Old Bill was led to be homeless.
What are Billy s beliefs about survival, whether in the book he is reading or in his own life? Old Bill has lost
himself and must face his past before moving forward. Are there any similarities? Billy, the central
protagonist, leaves his broken home and disengages from society, finding himself homeless in a new town,
spending his days reading books and sourcing food and income to sustain a meagre lifestyle. Is there hope for
people like Old Bill? Use experiences from your own life to respond. It shows that she is considered
successful in the eyes of society, which is materialistic, however still valued by society all the same. In the
book, I wanted to show it working the other way that is, a young Billy really being the positive influence, in
fact the catalyst, for Old Bill rejoining the world. The three main characters all shine a light on topics that are
more often than not deemed taboo in societal conversation. Why do you think he has begun to change his
behaviour? In groups, set up a number of debates, with a positive and negative team for each, which address
the topics: o Homelessness is a person s choice. This chapter introduces Billy as he wanted to begin a new life
and get away from his abusive father and to do this, he needs to take a chance and go in a different direction.
Grief Old Bill s grief has overpowered him, which has made him withdraw from society and into any bottle of
alcohol he can get his hands on. The picture is of dark clouds as though they are a barrier with sun trying to
squeeze through the cracks. Billy runs away from his family on a freight train, and packs a set of unusual
things like cigarettes and alcohol. The reality of Billy being homeless comes to the foreground for the reader
on p How important is work to somebody s identity and lifestyle? Caitlin is also surprised by how different
Billy is from other boys. Billy has now taken the step of leaving home and taking a different direction in life.
What do you think this means? She realises how materialistic she can be and even quite judgemental. Why
does she do this?


